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ABSTRACT
We succeeded to isolate a special class of concave Young-functions enjoying the so-
called density-level property. In this class there is a proper subset whose members
have each the so-called degree of contraction denoted by c∗, and map bijectively
the interval [c∗, ∞) onto itself. We constructed the fixed point of each of these
functions. Later we proved that every positive number b is the fixed point of a
concave Young-function having b as degree of contraction. We showed that every
concave Young-function is square integrable with respect to a specific Lebesgue
measure. We also proved that the concave Young-functions possessing the density-
level property constitute a dense set in the space of concave Young-functions with
respect to the distance induced by the L2-norm.
We note that the full paper published in Miskolc Mathematical Notes can be
downloaded at the homepage of the above periodical here inclosed and that Lemma
7 is wrong. Nevertheless, nothing is lost cf. the referee’s note for the Mathematical
Review : MR2148839(2006e:26005)
1. Agbeko, N. K.: Studies on concave Young-functions, Miskolc Math. Notes (6)2005,
No. 1, 3 - 18. (Available at http://mat76.mat.uni-miskolc.hu/˜mnotes/files/6-1/ ).
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